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	Project Number: 511601 WO 004
	Project Title: Evaluation of Colored VMS Boards
	PennDOT Technical Advisor: Jerome Frederick
	Project Duration: December 2017 - July 2018 
	Project Purpose: This project will involve the testing of colored DMS messages on television screens to see what is more appealing to the driver as far as getting a message across.  This will take place in a controlled environment with a test bed of 100 people, and included in those people will be a select few individuals who are red-green color blind.  The test will also include using pre existing amber boards to see if they can also be reused to display an amber color image.
	Anticipated Outcomes: This project is intended to guide us in the right direction of how to convey traveler information to the driver in a way that they will understand it quickly, and allow them to make a decision without having to question the information.  The combinations of color, wording, and graphics that are going to be used int he study should allow us to understand what the drivers are able to comprehend in a short period of time that the will see the VMS board on our roadways.
	Proposed Implementation Plan: PennDOT's Central Office will be working closely with District 6 and a vendor to conduct a pilot program to test existing VMS signs in the Philadelphia region.  The testing locations will be along Interstate 76 and route 422, as they have both freeway and arterial boards we can utilize to test in different environments.  The system being tested for the VMS boards is Qfree.  Qfree has been aware of PennDOT's eagerness to implement colored VMS boards and has already started working on updating the systems so they can handle and adapt to the full matrix messages being used.  Although no specific dates have been set for the pilot to take place, PennDOT is confident that testing will start within the next few months.  
	Research Contractor: Penn State University
	Principal Investigator: Martin Pietrucha
	Project Cost: $53,512


